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Members of the faculty are given additional responsibilities to look after extension activities like 
NSS, Youth Red Cross, NCC and they are designated as NSS Programme Officer(s), Counsellor(s) of 
Youth Red Cross and NCC Officers.  
The social outreach programmes are implemented by the student volunteers in NSS & YRC and NCC 
Cadets. 
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ACTIVITES CONDUCTED BY OUR RED CROSS TEAM 
The YRC unit of Govt. (Auto) College, Rourkela is a vibrant unit of the state. It has been undertaking 
various community service programmes and youth related issues and also imparting training to YRC 
volunteers on various disaster management activities and emergency situation. 
Major Activities conducted by the unit include 
1. The aim of the YRC unit of the college is to incorporate volunteerism in the mind of the youth of 

the college so that they can engage in creating universal friendship and provide service to needy 
people which are the basic principles of YRC. 

2. Orientation programme for newly recruited  volunteers 
3. Awareness campaign for massive plantation to combat environmental problem followed by 

plantation of medicinal plants in the college premises. 
4. Blood donation and different competitions like essay, debate, quiz on HIV AIDS, seminars and 

awareness rally were organized to create awareness about the dangerous disease AIDS. 
5. Organizing camp which acts as a platform for the volunteers of the district to know about the 

history, principle and philosophy of Red Cross. All volunteers actively participated in talent 
search competition, cultural programme, campus cleaning, yoga, wake up- shake up programme 
and rally with great enthusiasm with an avowed aim of promoting health, providing service to 
the sick and the suffering and fostering international friendliness.  
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